Elevating the online learning experience through connection, community and conversation.
Harmonize brings the online classroom to life by providing an interactive space to share media and engage in dynamic conversations. Designed to boost student engagement and promote teacher success, Harmonize seamlessly integrates into Canvas to inspire new and innovative ways to learn and interact.

Taking design cues from popular social networks, Harmonize has a modern and engaging layout. The mobile-friendly interface allows students to be “in class” anytime, anywhere and gives teachers the freedom to connect with learners while on the go.

**Supporting Teacher Success**

Harmonize makes it easy to create posts, share announcements and provide insightful feedback all in one place. Plus, the concise and comprehensive view of students’ participation helps instructors cut down on grading time.

Using Harmonize’s innovative tools, teachers can also introduce new perspectives, ask thought-provoking questions and encourage critical thinking.

Harmonize allows users to:

- Create posts with rich text, media and embedded links from the web
- Quickly drag and drop content without difficult formatting
- Easily record audio and video comments
- Upload multiple files of any type directly within a post
- Sort and filter to pinpoint topics, names, dates, etc.
- Follow activity from any device

**Instructor Perks**

- Streamline communication with students
- Increase grading efficiency
- Utilize holistic or analytic rubrics
- Access a comprehensive view of student participation

**Advanced Features**

- No storage limitations — upload as many files as needed
- Both instructors and students can add annotations directly to images and video to comment and call out specific areas
- Automatically adds a informative preview of linked content and webpages to a post
- Auto-saves work so progress is never lost when closing a browser or switching devices
- Help pop-ups offer useful tips and tricks to creating posts and suggests things to try

**Enriching the Student Experience**

Harmonize aims to raise the bar of the online learning experience by blending fun and function for students and teachers alike. Using communication tools students already encounter in their daily lives, Harmonize brings the energy of face-to-face courses to the digital forum.

Students connect in a central place to engage in interesting discussions that expand their knowledge and foster strong social relationships.

Harmonize helps students reach their full potential by:

- Bringing a campus feel to an online learning community
- Inspiring engagement through robust discussions
- Encouraging peer learning and support
- Building a partnership between student and instructor
- Creating a space for all personality types to participate and flourish
- Providing timely assistance to students needing support
- Allowing the flexibility to learn and interact on the go

**See how Harmonize can bring your online classroom to life.**

Contact us at demo@42lines.net to schedule a personalized demo.
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